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MYTH
Bending a front steer axle is an acceptable method of achieving front end alignment.

Greeting from Appleton,

REALITY

As I write this month’s letter it is so frustrating
to see all of what has been happening to this great

While it is possible to bend many industry forged I-Beam front steer axles, this method of

nation of ours. We need to tune out the Non-es-

alignment is NOT advisable. Bending an axle for alignment can compromise the structural

sential people and turn off the Non-essential media
and crack open a beer and listen to some classic

Mark Broehm
President

vinyl……just kick back and relax and let your mind
go back to your “happy place”.

months to come. The members zoom meeting is a

So you do not have classic vinyl and but still want
to go to a happy place? How about joining your
fellow SSA members in our monthly webinar’s put
on by Supplier’s? How about joining us in a monthly zoom roundtable to discuss business and connect with people who are going through the same
things you are? Our webinar’s have covered topics
of steering, brakes, steering gears, and utility axles and will be looking at having many more in the

way to listen and talk about things affecting all of us
a daily/monthly basis that only a fellow SSA mem-

integrity of the axle beam. Furthermore, ALL major axle manufacturers explicitly prohibit the
bending of axles and void the axle warranty if any modifications are made. Hendrickson’s
STEERTEK NXT fabricated front steer axles are uniquely designed and manufactured to
be more rigid and therefore retain their alignment properties. STEERTEK NXT axles provide
outstanding maneuverability and reduced maintenance all without the compromise of weight

ber can understand and empathize with.

efficiency.

That’s all from Appleton and keep spinning the vinyl.

STEERTEK NXT axles also come with a best in class service interval of up to 100,000
miles for on-highway applications & up to 40,000 miles for medium duty applications. All

Thank you,

STEERTEK NXT axles feature the exclusive 10-year, 1-million-mile warranty.

Mark Broehm
President/CEO

SSA VIRTUAL CONVENTION 2020

SAVE THE DATE!
Just because we may not be traveling does not mean
we have to stop learning. Join us on October 6th and
8th for this year’s convention filled with useful seminars, lively roundtable discussions and exciting new
product presentations. Already scheduled is Craig
Downey from KPA to discuss Safety & Compliance
Practices in the world of Covid-19.
Keep an eye on our website and social media for more announcements.

Since 2001, Hendrickson has supplied its family of STEERTEK fabricated front steer axles in
Heavy Duty On-Highway Tractors, and now offers expanded capacity and application coverage for Medium Duty Truck and Bus applications. Available in capacities of 10,000 to 14,600
pounds, STEERTEK NXT can be spec’d on its own or in combination with one of our front
suspension systems, such as AIRTEK, AIRTEK NXT, or SOFTEK NXT.
When evaluating the potential steer axle options for your vehicle, consider Hendrickson’s
STEERTEK NXT for a more dependable performance. To take a closer look and learn more
about Hendrickson’s STEERTEK NXT steer axle for truck, medium duty and bus applications, please visit Hendrickson’s website: STEERTEK NXT or contact your local Hendrickson
District Sales Manager for more details.

Sean Whitfield, Director of Marketing
swhitfield@hendrickson-intl.com
www.hendrickson-intl.com
www.watsonsuspensions.com

SHOP PROFILE - VANDER HAAG’S

Vander Haag’s Inc. has been around
for over 80 years and are committed to
bringing the best customer service to the
industry. It was started in 1939 during
WW2 by John C Vander Haag, when he
realized people were not able to purchase
parts to repair their personal vehicles.
He started by purchasing a vehicle and
selling all the components off it. In 1955,
John C. Vander Haag Jr. transformed the
company into a parts distribution and
service repair center. The current president, John M. Vander Haag, transformed
the company into a premiere recycler of
Heavy-Duty Truck Parts and rebuilder of
heavy-duty drive train components.
Along with top of the line service work,
each location provides customers with
the best used, remanufactured, or new
parts available. Their enormous parts
inventory has nearly anything you need,
and if an item cannot be found they do

their best to find it.
Vander Haag’s currently has 8 locations
across the Midwest. Their customer
base is primarily consists of 2nd and 3rd
owners of vehicles, smaller fleets, and independent repair facilities.
Vander Haag’s, Inc is also sell Trucks,
Trailers, & Equipment. Customers can
browse over 250 used trucks online at

vanderhaags.com, including new and
used trailers such as flatbed, dolly, van,
hopper, utility, or construction trailer. To
top it off, their team of professional fabricators can custom modify trucks by installing a grain box, silage box or other
custom modifications tailored to the customers needs.
Vander Haag’s has experienced tremendous growth over the last 80 years! This
family-owned business has maintained
the same values, hard work, gratitude,
and dedication. Vander Haag’s is dedicated to ensuring customers receive the
best products and customer service.
They understand the importance of getting a truck back on the road and look
forward to serving customers for years
to come.

PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT
L & H Threaded Rods Corp.
In 1966, Leo & Helen Turner owned a
Spring Shop in Muncie, Indiana, named
Turner Alignment. Two Leaf Spring Manufacturers in central Indiana, Trainor National
and Service Spring, mentioned to Leo that
U-Bolts for the aftermarket were in short
supply and hard to get. Hearing this Leo &
Helen, in addition to running Turner Alignment, purchased a bar shear & cut threading
machines, built their own “Bull Dog” U-Bolt
Bender and started to manufacture Grade 5
Truck & Trailer U-Bolts under the name: L &
H Threaded Rods.
L & H purchased their first production
quantity of steel bars from a 25 year old steel
salesman from Youngstown Sheet and Tube
Company named John C. Gray. Approximately 10 years later Leo and Helen sold L
& H to John. Shortly after that, John moved
L & H to Dayton, Ohio, along with one employee: Joe Justus. Joe recently retired (or
partially retired) from the suspension industry
after more than 50 years of exemplary
service.
In 1982, L & H advanced our manufacturing
process from cut threading to roll threading
U-Bolts. We also increased the strength of
our U-Bolts from Grade 5 to Grade 8 by
incorporating Microalloy Steel Technology.
In 1984, in order to ensure the highest
quality, we started Cold Drawing in-house,
the Hot Rolled Steel Bars that we purchase
in heat lots from the producing mills. We are

Gray America Corp. – Corporate Offices
3050 Dryden Road, Dayton, OH 45439

one of only two U-Bolt Manufacturers in the
United States performing this function.
In 1988, we revolutionized the bending process by adding the “Centermark” concept to
U-Bolts. This positive location and identification system was the first ever enhancement
to the aftermarket bending of Truck and
Trailer U-Bolts. We first started “Centermark”
with a machined knurl. Testing and discussions with suspension experts revealed the
possibility of stress risers causing rod breakage, therefore, we created “Centermark”
with a label.
In 1996, we developed our “Centermark”
Bending Machine that has become known
as the premier method for Spring Shops
to bend U-Bolts. Our machine involves the
bending of U-Bolt legs on a converging pass
that avoids contact pressure on the U-Bolt
shoulder.
In order to secure the quality of our U-Bolts
and Threaded Rods, we established three
additional corporations under the umbrella
of Gray America Corp.: A-Lab Corp. (a metallurgical testing laboratory), Scarlet & Gray
Corp. (a steel hauler), and New Dimension
Metals Corp. (a cold drawn bar mill). NDM
purchases over 40,000 tons of special bar
quality Hot Rolled Steel Bars, which provide
us with the strongest purchasing power of
any U-Bolt manufacturer. These additional
subsidiaries work very closely with L & H and
contribute to the quality of our products, the
availability of raw material and the growth
and stability of our endeavors. Today, Gray
America Corp. has over 150 employees
occupying 350,000 sq. ft. of manufacturing
space.
In 2018, we transformed “Centermark” by
creating the new benchmark for U-Bolt End
Threaded Rods: “CENTERMARK 2.0”
We hope you enjoyed our history. We appreciate the loyalty and trust that you have given
our family business during the past 50 years.
Sincerely, John C. Gray

OSHA SAFETY TIP

Staying in OSHA Compliance During COVID19
Don’t let the COVID19 abrupt change in the way we do business affect your
continued compliance with OSHA regulations. You are doing a lot of balancing right now with facility cleanliness, customer safety and employee protection. With all that going on are you still documenting employee training sessions? Not just, but especially when doing COVID19 training. Every session
that discusses any updates in what you are doing as a business, needs to
be documented. And that documentation signed by all employees. You can
tell employees anything, but unless it’s in writing, it means nothing. If it’s not
written, it didn’t happen. We all have heard that before. Each state has its
own set of regulation dealing with the virus. And you should be sure you’re in
compliance with regulation when dealing with an employee who has tested
positive. How long do they need to stay quarantine? And what is the states
policies on employees pay during their absence, if that absence was caused
by a positive test. We can go on and on with all that has changed due to
COVID19. But I’ll leave you with these two. 1) Now that you have hand sanitizers in the building, do you have an SDS for hand sanitizer? It does have alcohol in it, hence a hazardous material. And could somehow get in an eye, or
swallowed. 2) What is your employee practice for sanitizing a vehicle before
they get in it and drive it? And what is the policy when they are done with it?
Your company employee manual needs to be update to include all the new
policies you have put in place. Remember, if it’s not written, it didn’t happen.

